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     Losi 1/18 Mini LMT 4X4 Brushed Monster Truck RTR
                                   Featured Product: 1/18 Mini LMT 4X4 Brushed Monster Truck RTR
    


    
 


    

 
	
    
    
    
        
        
	 


	
    
    
        
    
    
        
                
                

                
                    
                    
                        
                        
                    
                

            
    
 


    
        




    
        RC VEHICLE CATEGORIES 

    
    Getting started in No Prep RC Drag Racing? Shop our Ready-To-Run (RTR) and RC Drag Car kits and start your street racing hobby today! 
    

    Losi's drag cars are one of a kind. With multiple colors to choose from, you've to options for the whole crew.
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            Losi offers the first RC motorcycle that actually works. Its mechanical and electronic technologies work in harmony to offer a unique experience.
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            MONSTER TRUCK

        

        
            Whether they’re competing in RC monster truck events or thrilling crowds with jumps, wheelies, and other freestyle stunt action, ready-to-run LMT radio control monster trucks from Losi® deliver massive fun in a realistic, high-powered package.
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            Losi® radio control desert buggies and trucks are available in standard 1/10 and massive 1/5 and 1/6 scale sizes. Like full-scale desert vehicles, they’re made to withstand grueling off-road action and speed you to the finish line.
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            Losi® hobby-quality mini radio control cars and trucks look just like larger, more expensive RC models, and they deliver performance that’s nearly as powerful whether racing at the track or at home in your driveway.
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            Drive your favorite full-size street car by taking the wheel of a Losi® scale radio control model! These ready-to-run RC street cars include engineering inspired by the real vehicles for powerful, durable performance to match their accurately detailed bodies.
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            Losi® offers radio control cars and trucks in all popular sizes that are engineered to meet the demands of any RC on-road or off-road track. They can be tuned to achieve the handling and speed you need to win.
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                        LOSI LMT Platform
                    

                    
						Dominating backyards and RC competitions, the Losi LMT platform has proven to be the perfect blend of performance, durability, and scale motorsports realism. It is our only front and rear solid axle platform with 1/8th scale electronics and drivetrain to deliver an impressive power-to-weight ratio.
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                    LOSI REY Platform

                    
                        Based on the full-size off-road race trucks, the Losi® Rey radio control vehicle platform makes absolutely no compromises bringing its inspiration to RC form. It's a smaller clone of the real truck, outfitted with only the greatest ingredients of other proven Losi RC car and truck platforms for outstanding performance to match the scale looks. 
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                        LOSI Drag Cars
                    

                    
                        Drag racing is a fast-growing segment of 1/10 scale RC car competition that's easy to join with Losi ready-to-run No Prep drag cars. Out of the box, they have the acceleration you need to advance through the heats and the tuneability to increase traction and top speed for the win. Our drag cars meet the rules and regulations for competing in No Prep Drag Races and add to the excitement with officially licensed bodies for that scale no-prep / pro street look.
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                            Additional parts are available to enhance your 
 products. Parts can be found here, etc.
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                            Get your favorite accessories and apparel to rep 
 the LOSI brand all day every day.
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                            Brand your devices with mobile and desktop 
 wallpapers & logos.
                        

                    

                
            

        

    



    
 


    

 
	
    

    
        
        
	 


	
    
    
        


















    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                        
                            VIDEO HUB

                        

                        
                            See it in action. Check out videos on new Losi products, tech tips, pro techniques, and more!
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            EXPLORE THE VEHICLE SIZE GUIDE

            Our vehicles come in a range of sizes. Shopping by size depends on the RC lifestyle you’re going for. Use this tool to find the right fit for you.

            SHOP BY SIZE
        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                        
                            SHOP LARGE You're totally a pro here. Large scale vehicles are the top of the line, ready to show off vehicles that are sure to impress all your friends and family. They take the RC Lifestyle to a whole new level.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        
                        
                            SHOP STANDARD Standard vehicles will get your foot in the door to creating a one of a kind vehicle. These cars and trucks come in multiple brands that are sure to satisfy even the most pick RC enthusiast in town.
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        
                        
                            SHOP MINI'S Mini vehicles are a great place to get started in your RC journey. They are compact enough to get you used to being an RC enthusiast but pack a punch get you whipping around turns at decent speeds.
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   About Losi

   
       
           
              Since 1980 the Losi brand has been focused on performance. In the early days of R/C, the standard hobby-grade R/C car was not meant for competition and could not survive the harsh landings and impacts found in racing. At its start, Losi sold option parts that helped R/C cars survive the abuse encountered on off-road racetracks. This led to a surge in R/C racing popularity, and it wasn’t long before Losi put its focus on developing its first R/C car, the JRX2. The rest is history.
           

           
              Up to the early 2000s, the Losi brand was laser-focused on competitive R/C cars. One of the most iconic is the 8IGHT platform, which set the bar for the 1/8-scale racing industry. In 2010, the company kept its promise to its core consumer and created the TLR (Team Losi Racing) brand, which, to this day, is solely dedicated to R/C racing vehicles. In turn, Losi adopts the technology and materials from the TLR brand, puts an extra focus on drawing inspiration from full-scale racing, and brings it to your fingertips. Losi is where innovation and scale realism converge.
           



           
               As racers ourselves, Losi recognizes what makes racers tick. It’s the adrenaline of going fast, hitting the perfect apex, the long hours of preparation, and the determination it takes to not quit on the track, in the pits, or at home in the garage when a vehicle or setup needs to be fixed or improved. 
            

           
               Every Losi product draws upon on a specific type of racing or performance-automotive activity. Our budget-friendly Mini-T and Mini-B race cars, based on our TLR race cars, are the best handling minis on the market. Your driveway is now your racetrack, where you and your friends can share the competitive spirit as you race around simple obstacles. For those who love the smell of burning fuel, the 5IVE-T has a 2-stroke engine with the powerband and sound that only a true gearhead can appreciate. Regardless of your favorite racing category, Losi has something for you.
           

            
               Besides skill, racers know their equipment makes a significant difference and that being able to upgrade and tune their R/C car is necessary to finish first. Every Losi R/C car is fully tunable right out of the box. You can adjust suspension camber, caster, toe, compression, rebound, and more to dial-in your setup for specific terrain and track conditions. We also offer numerous performance upgrades for added durability or increased speed. From aluminum parts to different tires there are almost infinite ways to make your Losi race car outperform the competition.
            

           
              To truly replicate the feeling of racing Losi is committed to partnering with the best full-scale companies in the world. With replica wheels, tires, shocks, bodies, and more, you can not only have the best handling R/C car on the track but one that looks just like your real race car or the one you wish you had.
            

            
               In the future, the Losi brand will continue its commitment to adding even more full-scale racing categories to its lineup while incorporating the latest technology to help maximize your time doing what you love to do. Regardless of your specific racing passion, we look forward to you being a part of our team as the Losi brand and full-scale racing continue to grow.
            

       

       
            
        
   



    
 


    

 
	
    




    
        
            
                
                    

    
		
    
        RACE OVER TO OUR EMAILS.

        Get connected! Sign up now and stay up to date on the latest race-inspired Losi products, new releases, and discounts.
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            RACE OVER TO OUR EMAILS.

            We are here to bring you all of the top products, new releases and discounts of race inspired Losi
                products.
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